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Abstract 

This research is to investigate recent events in Libya which is named as "Islamic awakening or 

Arab Spring" in order to become Knowing with them. Being familiar with these phenomena 

helps us make better decision in our attitude toward the actors of these phenomena. The purpose 

of this research is to investigate the reason of Moammar Ghadhafi's overthrow. We search the 

answers through both internal and external elements of Libya. Internal elements such as tribalism 

and economical status of the era of Ghadhafi (some of his economical actions are mentioned in 

this research), and external elements are such as; Ghadhafi's oppositions with western powers, 

military interfere of International powers such as The united states and European union (NATO) 

and the international atmosphere and the plan of the Broader Middle East designed by the united 

states, which will be discussed more in the following sections of this study: 
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Introduction 

After Soviet Union's overthrow, Libya was heeded as one of the most significant origins of 

Islamic architecture, it was continuing until recent years that Arab phenomena's waves reached to 

Libya. There were two different attitudes presented toward the phenomena: 

First attitude which is named as Arab Spring: This title is derived from the name "Prague Spring" 

which refers to the short period of personal and social freedoms in Czechoslovakia in 1968, this 

concept implicitly was attributing three features to the protests and risings of Islamic countries 

such as: protests last for a short time, the protest's tends to the western liberties and to the 

Liberal-democrats system, and denying the protest's nature of being religious and Islamic 

 Second attitude is named as Islamic awakening which is named by revolutionary Muslims and 

specially Iranian government, and reasons of such name are: 1-Reverberation of Islamic 

statements and values in their protest's and uprising's mottoes, and their methods and actions, and 

using mosques as their base and calling "martyr" to casualties.2-Public appeal to Islamic 

fractions and characters to set up governmental organizations after the victory. 3- These 
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uprisings occurred after Islamic world's assurance that there is no way else to return the previous 

honor and independence but revolution. 

This research is trying to find the answer of Moammar Ghadhafi's overthrow. We examine these 

hypotheses:1-Old hostilities of western countries have not subsided against Moammar Ghadhafi 

over the years2-Public and internal dissatisfaction is not because of economical issues in Libya3-

Tribal lives of Libyan people have sometimes encouraged and sometimes hindered him in his 

governmental action. 

1-Reviewing parts of Libyan economy 

1-1-Oil & Gas 

Libya is one of the top ten main countries of export of oil in the world, according to the 

international energy agency, by exporting 1milion and 800 thousands of oil barrels per day, 

Libya is one of the most important crude oil exporters among African countries. Libyan oil is of 

high quality because of low sulfur contents. in the year 2008 that the world's economic crisis had 

not become prevalent, Libya's income from oil exports reached to 46 billion dollars. It has had 

been decades that Moammar Ghadhafi's government had been trying to reduce oil dependence of 

the economy. Specially from the year 2003 that sanctions of united states and united nations over 

Libyan government became obviated, the government tried to perform some amendments 

consisted of the request to be accepted as the member of world's trades organization, omitting 

subsidies, initiation of privatization plans and revising for some economical regulations. Besides 

it's great crude oil resources, Libya is also of great natural Gas resources. Volume of these Gas 

resources are 55 trillion cubic foot. Libyan Gas extraction infrastructures are mostly virgin and 

un-developed since Libyan authorities have not attempting in infrastructure construction for Gas 

resources seriously. 

1-2-Ghadhafi's economical services 

After overthrow of Edris Sanusi's monarchical system, soon, revolutionists asked more share of 

oil incomes from oil companies. By the wealth of oil, educational system changed greatly and 

the government afforded training labors and experts. 

1-Libya was one of the poorest countries of the world and became one of the richest by 

Ghadhafi's help.2-Electricite fees were much lower than other countries of the world and also for 

indigent families it used to be absolutely for free.3-Libyan indigent people used to get paid 

monthly beside owning a house.4-Education and therapy services used to be completely for free 

and educating levels were up to 85% in Ghadhafi's era. More than 25% of Libyan people are 

highly educated in MSC and P.H.D.5-Ghadhafi's government used to allocate scholarships for 

many brilliant students and used to sent them abroad to get highly educated and get paid for 2000 

dollars monthly.6-petroleum fee was 14 cents.7-DurringGhadhafi's era the government had no 

foreign debt and government foreign exchange reserves was approximately 150 billion dollars.8-
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Ghadhafi's government used to allocate subsidies for most foodstuffs so that their costs were so 

low.9-The big plan of Libyan deserts' irrigation was performed and became on the strangest 

operations of the century. Water supplies are available in every part of Libyan deserts. 

2-1-Tribes' role in Libyan political structure 

Tribes have been playing a significant role in Libyan political and social history within recent 

centuries and most experts believe that real governmental authorities are the tribes. Libyan tribes 

played an important role in wars against Ottoman empire and colonial Italy(1912-1943). George 

Fridman has written in his article
2
: "I wonder the domination of Islamism on militarism but I 

assume that tribalism is much more important than God worshiping"(4). From the time that 

colonel Ghadhafi wrested the power, he tried to subside tribes' authorities and disgrace their 

position and also wrest the power from them, however, in some especial circumstances he had to 

donate some exclusive concessions to some certain tribes and ally with them in order to 

encounter with the other ones and diminish their powers(5).FarajAbdolazizNajm
3
, declares that 

"despite there are more than 140 tribes and dynasties in Libya, only 30 tribes have domination on 

the government and even some of them also have domination on other countries such as Tunisia, 

Egypt and Chad."Amal Alobeidi
4
 declared in his research that " the biggest and most powerful 

tribe of Libya is called " Bani Salem" located in Barghe and the tribe called " BaniHelal" located 

in the west of Libya, and in north west of Libya the tribes called "Varfaleh" and "Tarhooneh" are 

noticed as the most important ones, but Ghadhafi's tribe was not of any power and importance 

among the others before he gets on the throne in 1969."Most of ignored tribes are located in 

eastern part of Libya, in which oil resources are located and at the beginning of the revolution 

Ghadhafi lost whole control of them. 

2-2- number of important and powerful tribes of Libya and their position toward Ghadhafi 

and his oppositions 

1-Alvarfale: geographically one of the largest tribes of Libya which resides and has domination 

over a large area in west and east parts of Libya. one of their most important cities under their 

domination is Benghazi which is the main center of exporting oil and gas and also was the home 

town of revolutionists. Alvargale was the first tribe which joined the revolution and intensively 

harmed Ghadhafi's government in Banivalid, Sert, Benghazi and Terablos. 

2-Tarhooneh: Tarhooneh is the second biggest tribe of Libya from population aspect, which 

resides in Tavargha and Terablos, officially declared that they have joined the revolutionists. It's 

main center is Tarhooneh district located in the south west of Terablos. a remarkable proportion 

of Libyan troops belong to this tribe. 

3-Zanateh: Geographically is focused in Zentan city located in the AljablAlgharlbi district. It is 

not restricted only to Libya and is also extended to some neighboring Arab countries. This tribe 

was of the first tribes who declared their approval to be against Ghadhafi. 
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4-Alabidat: Located in eastern side of Libya, in Jel Alakhzar district. Abdol fatahyunesalobeidi, 

the former minister of Libya is from this tribe who joined the revolutionists. Other important 

tribes of Libya are Banivalid which joined the revolutionists and Alzavieh which is located in the 

south east of Libya, it's officials threatened European countries that they would stop oil exporting 

to them(5). 

5-Alghazazafi: Which is the main governing tribe of Libya and Ghadhafi is originally from this 

tribe. The main center of this tribe is located in central part of Libya and is the most powerful 

tribe both from facilities and ammunition aspects. Ghadhafi's un-reliability to military officials 

caused him to assign some selected people of his own tribe as military group in the center of a 

neutralization team against the army named as "armed nation". 

6-Almogharehe: One of the important Libyan tribes located in the western parts of Libya and 

Abdosalam, the second man of Ghadhafi's government, is its leader. This tribe is also of great 

facilities as well as Ghadhafi's tribe and greatly and widely supported him(6). 

3-Libya and Ghadhafi in his foreign policies 

3-1-Iran: diplomatic relationship commencement after Iran's revolution started by the date of 

occupation of America's embassy by people. The main reason of good relationship in the first 

decade after revolution between two countries was Iran's intense need of ammunitions under 

strict sanctions during the war. Libya was the only one who used to sell ground to ground 

missiles to Iran. The only encounter of Iran and Libya can be mentioned as persistence of Libya 

in accepting 598 resolution of the Security Council. Emammo osasadr's abduction by Libya, 

gravely deteriorated the relationship between two countries. Despite Libyan cultural 

representatives could propagate Libyan governmental policies in Iran and "The Green" book 

which was written by Ghadhafi, Iranian representatives were not allowed to do such propagation 

in Libya and security services of this country used to encounter with them strictly. However, 

same attitudes of both countries toward the war between Arabs and Israel and also same attitudes 

in OPEC union among other members caused that political and economical relations between 

two countries would continue until overthrow of Ghadhafi's government(7). 

3-2-West: Ghadhafi's relation with west and especially united states has been always dim and 

even sometimes ended up in fray and conflict. In a period of his governing era, he was 

intensively hostile with the United States and that hostility caused that in the December, 21 of 

1988, he exploded a Pan American passenger airplane with 270 passengers in sky of Laker by 

city of Scotland by the help of two of his men. This event enabled United nations organization to 

take actions against Libya, of course after some years Libya admitted the responsibility of this 

event and by paying 1 billion dollars as casualty and obviated United nations sanctions which 

were passed from 1992 and in the year 2003 sanctions of The united states and United nations 

were completely obviated(8). 
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Eventually, Ghadhafi cooperated with the United States in termination of nuclear infrastructure 

of Libya and by signing NPT protocol succeeded to normalize the relations with theUnited 

States. By intensification of the uprisings, they were getting subsided by Ghadhafi's security 

troops. During these uprisings he called his opponents as "rats" and incarcerated almost 60000 

people of them but at the end escaped and became dethroned. He used to introduce himself as the 

permanent leader of Libya that no one can put him away(7). 

3-3-Saudi Arabia and Africa: Ghadhafi was a strong opponents of Saudi Arabia kingdom, he 

separated from Arabs and allied with African countries. From 1980s Ghazafi initiated to educate 

and train some Africans by backing of oil money, and within uprisings many of them cooperated 

with Ghadhafi in subsiding the protests. In recent years he declared himself as the king of Africa 

and demanded to be the leader of African union. During 4 decades of governing he created a 

great relation between wealth and power and by backing of oil money he was intended to change 

African authorities the way he liked (7). 

4-The countdown of Libyan Phenomena 

The protests initiated in February 15 of 2011. It continued in Benghazi, the second big city of 

Libya and also Beiza there was bloody fights and in Trablos, the capital city of Libya, there were 

air force attacks by the governmental fighter planes against the opponents. Some of the 

government's ministers such as colonel Abdolfatah Yunes Alobeidi resigned due to subsiding 

people's protests. Hence The United Nations organization requested termination of the violence. 

National security of the united nation's organization in February 26, sanctioned Ghadhafi and his 

allies in a unanimously accepted resolution and requested that their case must be investigated by 

the supreme international courts for the crime of genocide. Opponents created coalition 

government by leadership of Mostafa Abdoljalil, the former minister of justice, established the 

new government in Benghazi. American naval and land forces surrounded Libya. Ghadhafi's 

attacks to Barrigheh oil-port and Ajdabia and Albarighe of Libya which were taken by the 

opponents became aborted and were defeated. By the end of 2011, almost the whole eastern 

parts, some of western cities and cities near the capital of Libya such as Mesrateh and Zavie and 

also some parts of the capital city were taken over by the opponents(9). 

War and fighting between governmental forces and opposition forces was going on in different 

important cities of Libya such as: Zavie, RassLanuf oil port, Sadra city, Berighe port in which 

the second biggest oil infrastructure is located, Ajdabia, Tabragh, Albeiza, Benghazi, Mesrate, 

Alzavie, Benghardan, Sert, Vazan, Nalut and Trablos, the capital city of Libya. The progress of 

Ghadhafi followers resulted in taking over some of eastern cities of Libya. The Security council 

of the United Nations declared Libyan sky as banned-flight district and following that, coalition 

forces including NATO members started a war against governmental forces that leaded to the 

escape of thousands of people from cities. Within the operation named as "marine bride" in 

August 20, the opponents took the control of the whole cities mentioned above, and take position 
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near the capital city and that time, Abdosalamjollud joined the opposition (second powerful man 

of Libya and the prime minister of Ghadhafi's government). After 6 month of fighting, finally in 

the August 22 of 2011, opponents succeeded to enter the capital city and entered "Green" square. 

Colonel Ghadhafi became vanished. At the end Sert city fell, Banivalid had fallen earlier, by the 

fall of Sertcity, Moammar Ghadhafi was busted and killed(9). 

Conclusion 

This research was to find the reason of Moammar Ghadhafi's fall. and this research examined 

these hypotheses:  1-Western countries traditional hostilities against Moammar Ghadhafi have 

not diminished and they have been always trying to a way to dethrone him (political hypothesis). 

2-Public and internal dissatisfaction has not been because of economical problems (economical 

hypothesis). 3-tribal life of Libyan people has sometimes encouraged and sometimes hindered 

him in his governing path (social hypothesis). 

The response of the political hypothesis: Anyway, Ghadhafi's method in suppressing people's 

uprising was the best excuse for The United states to terminate one of the traditional enemies of 

them.The interveneof Security Council in public protests in Libya and NATO's and America's 

military intervene rapidly changed the destiny of the opponents who were about to became 

defeated by Ghadhafi and earned them victory against Ghadhafi. Ghadhafi's application of 

military facilities in suppressing the uprising of people changed the protests to a civil war and 

made NATO to bombard military targets and nullified the legitimacy of Ghadhafi's government. 

At a general look, the America's enemies who are mostly Arab leaders have been killed horribly, 

such as disgraceful death of Saddam in a basement, painful death of Ghadhafi in a sewage 

manholeand Bin ladan's death who exploded into pieces in his house. It seems that this is 

becoming a method by America to threaten their enemies. 

The response of economic hypothesis: Here are some privileges that Libya will never have 

again: 

1-There was nothing called "interest of bank"; all banks were supposed to donate interest-free 

loans.2-owning a house was a known right for all Libyan people.3-Every newly married couples 

used to be given 60 thousands of dollars as governmental gift to buy an apartment and start their 

common life.4-Educational and sanitary services were for free.5-If a Libyan could not reach to 

suitable essential medical services in Libya; the government would afford temporary living and 

therapy fees up to 2300 dollars monthly.6-Libya had no foreign debt and also had 150 billion 

dollars as foreign exchange reserves.7-If a Libyan couldn't find a suitable occupation in 

accordance to his/her field of study, the government would pay the same salary as he /she could 

get paid from that occupation until he finds the certain job.8-Every woman who gives birth, is 

given 5000 of dollars as governmental gift. Today, despite the victory of Ghadhafi's opponents, 

people are widely deprived of these privileges. Young people are un-employed and the only job 

for people is selling and buying, although markets don't have previous conditions yet. 
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Human rights status has deteriorated in comparison with the past. It has been decades that Libyan 

women have been struggling to obtain their rights, now feminine organizations are concerned 

that their rights wouldn't be accepted in new government system. It has been 3 decades that by 

having the rights to choose their candidate and participating in parliament elections, Libyan 

women have been having the least possibilities of taking part in discussions and decision making 

of social and civil laws of their own country. Participating in different social and political issues 

and founding feminine organizations, women were recognized as "half equal" before the law and 

executive and civil organizations in the past, but currently the new government does not 

recognize these organizations. Family members of some of killed people during the war are still 

in captive by  army troops, tens of people have been killed by revolutionary army after the fall of 

Ghadhafi, or have been stroke by army troops. 

The response to social hypothesis: After some years, Banivalid is still the sanctuary for 

Ghadhafi's followers and the rebels. Rebels bases of Benghazi, Mesrate and and Zintan are 

increasingly becoming far from new regime of Trablos and acting independently. On the other 

hand great delay in establishment of professional police and army has raised so many problems 

for the new regime. By lack of power of the central regime, military groups act independently or 

dependently to their tribes and have wrested the power of the country. In the same time some 

military groups in Mesrateh and Zentan who have military facilities such as tanks, can cause 

insecure conditions at least in some regions of the country. Detentions and abductions, like what 

happened to Iranian Red Crescent agents, completely indicates current insecurity of Libya. The 

gained achievement is the review of Arab Spring and Islamic awakening paradigms. 

As indicated in this research, such phenomena can't be considered only from one political view 

and of course we should consider historical, economical and international aspects as well and 

scientifically attributing such phenomena only to political view is not correct. According to the 

issues mentioned above which are not in accordance with the features presented from Islamic 

awakening and Arab Spring, it seems that the recent phenomena in Libya is neither an Islamic 

awakening nor an Arab Spring. Since the main feature of Islamic awakening is uniting of 

Muslims against western powers and united states regardless of their religious differences, and 

the main feature of Arab Spring is to reach to the freedom and democracy, However in Libya we 

observed that some Muslim tribes fight with each other, so this evidence contradicts the 

hypothesis of being Islamic awakening and also after some years of Ghadhafi's fall, tribes which 

were of his allies don't have the permission to have keep power and they are somehow politically 

out-casted which is against freedom and democracy and consequently against Arab Spring. So it 

seems that historical problems remained from the era of European colonization and presence of 

the United states in the middle east region and traditional hostilities between these two countries 

and some cultural problems inside Libya which have been merely happened simultaneously, 

have been the reasons of these phenomena, and happening in the same time has caused these 

phenomena to happen more quickly. 
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